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Give

Virginia

Wildlife,

Receive a

Print
How would you like to have your

Christmas shopping done by Thanksgiving?

And wouldn't it be nice not to have to

exchange gifts after Christmas this year

because you bought the wrong size for your

nephew and what you gave Grandma makes
her break out in hives?

And how about not having to spend

hours standing in line—in the store, at the

gift wrap booth, or to mail or ship your gifts

across the country (or wondering if it got

there in one p»iece)?

And what if you could have all that for

three dollars?

If that sounds good to you, fill out the

attached form and send it with your check in

this envelope. Well even send a card

announcing your gift, if you request it on the

form.

Then relax and enjoy the holidays, know-
ing that you've sent a gift that your friends

and relatives will really enjoy, and that they'll

continue to enjoy long after Christmas has

come and gone.

And there's a bonus: you will receive, /rff,

a signed, numbered print of the beautiful

painting shown on the back cover of this

month's issue. This represents a $50-$75

value, sent to you free, just for sharing Virgi-

nia Wildlife with your friends.

But order today. The supply is limited, and

we cannot guarantee that you wall receive a

print unless you order right away. Don't be

left out!



Letters

Mistaken Identity

Enclosed is a picture I took of a Vir-

ginia gobbler entertaining what he

thinks is a lady friend! 1 called this

gobbler in closer than 15 yards to take

this priceless picture. It was a real show
when he came up and brushed against

the decoy to court!

Thank you for a terrific magazine.

Tommy Dobbs

Clifton Forge

Special Issue

September's Virginia Wildlife is a

particularly good one. I actually found
every article interesting. That doesn't

happen too often.

The piece on safety was important
and well-done.

Robert H. Davis

National Hunting & Fishing Day
Coordinator

Riverside, Connecticut

A Convert
For years my brother Richard and

his wife Marjorie, Lexington, Virginia,

have been generous and thoughtful
enough to give us Virginia Wildlife at

Christmas.

I must confess, to you and to them,
that in the early years the magazine

—

despite a host of sentimental and fam-
ily ties that bind me to Virginia—was
unlikely to be high on my reading

priorities. But that has changed

—

dramatically, happily, and beautifully. I

have known this in recent months, but

the August 1983 issue makes me want
to say it. Everything is beautiful

—

concept, design, photography, editorial

material, everything.

Having been a bureaucrat (aren't we
all, whether in public or private set-

tings?), I marvel at Virginia Wildlife's

ability to move from mediocrity to top

quality. It's the Arizona Highways of the

East, and I hope the Virginia Commis-
sion of Game and Inland Fisheries

knows it.

Basically, what I want to do is thank
Virginia Wildlife for being.

John E. Fletcher

Philadephia, Pennsylvania

Safety?

In reference to the article, "Make
Safety Your Target" in the September
Virginia Wildlife, I would only like to

say that I am glad I'm not taking gun
safety lessons from whoever wrote the

article. . .the caption of one of the pic-

tures was "always keep the muzzle
pointed in a safe direction," and the

muzzle was resting on the toe of his shoe!

Cynthia B. Otey

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Gloucester Point

In teaching the safety commandment,
"Always point the muzzle in a safe direc-

tion," it's often more effective (albeit negative)

to show people some of the unsafe ways

shooters point muzzles than to show the safe

ways to point them. That's certainly what

we intended with the photo you mention.

We assumed—apparently incorrectly—that

the photo portrayed such a blatantly unsafe

practice that our readers would infer our

real meaning: "Always point the muzzle in

a safe direction, unlike the hunter in this

photo." Instead, we should have simply said

what we meant. We apologize for the confu-

sion, and sincerely hope that no hunter takes

that photo at face value and assumes it's safe

to rest the muzzle of a gun on his toe.d have

seen the resulting injury from a young hun-

ter's doing just that.)

Interestingly, you were not troubled by

the bottom photo on page 7 (same article)

which was captioned, "Always he sure of

your target and beyond." This photo showed

a hunter taking aim at a target and a car

can be seen in the distance. We definitely

wouldn't want him to pull the trigger in

that case. As with the muzzle-on-toe photo,

we were making our point negatively.

And we assure you that Lt. Foster, the

article's author, is an expert on gun safety.

(He did not write the captions— / did.)—
Managing Editor.

About the

-Authors-

Gerald Almy is well known to read-

ers not only of Virginia Wildlife, but

Field and Stream, Outdoor Life, Gray's

Sporting Journal and others. Almy lives

in Woodstock. Pat Cooley of Lancaster

is another frequent contributor to the

magazine; this month, she shares her

ideas for "natural" Christmas crafts as

well as one of her favorite subjects

—

how to feed birds when cold weather
arrives. John Heerwald is an outdoor
recreation planner with the Commis-
sion of Outdoor Recreation in Rich-

mond; he has contributed several arti-

cles on recreation opportunities on
Virginia's rivers. Robert M. Alison
now lives in Canada but was, prior to

his retirement, a wildlife biologist with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Dr.

Alison's article on black ducks appeared
in Virginia Wildlife in March 1982. Carl
"Spike" Knuth is the audio-visual

supervisor in the Game Commission's
education division. The multi-talented

Knuth writes "Bird of the Month" and
many features for Virginia Wildlife, as

well as supplying the magazine with
photos and illustrations for his and
other authors' articles. Lt. R.W. Mar-
shall is assistant supervisor for law
enforcement in the far southwest por-

tion of the state. Pete Elkins, now of

Georgia, is a former Virginia resident

and a frequent contributor to this and
other publications.
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AND
WHERE
WAS MY
BOW?
You can t bag a whitetail if

your bow isn t at the

ready—but you can see

some interesting sights,

anyway.

(l^t) Perserverance is necessary to succeed

as a bowhunter.

by Gerald Almy

It
was an even toss-up as to who was

more startled when the twenty-odd
bobwhite quail exploded from the tiny

graveyard plot—me or the deer. Flash-

ing bundles of brown and tan spewed from
the tombstones in every direction.

I lept back with a heart-flutter, instinc-

tively tightened my grip on the Stevens dou-
ble but held the side-by-side low. Quail were
not open for several weeks yet in Virginia.

The deer, a fat, corn-fed doe getting fatter

20 feet on the other side of the graveyard,

also bounded several steps in surprise at the

quail's eruption. We found ourselves eye-to-

eye, barely 30 feet apart.

A mixture of glassy-eyed, cow-look curios-

ity, and devil-may-care mingled in her large

doe eyes. She knew I wouldn't shoot her with

a shotgun and duck loads during bow sea-

son. Corn spilling from the edges of her lips,

she cemented her eyes on mine, seeming to

ask why I had to make those birds get up
and disturb her lunch.

And here I stared, frozen like a haddock,

simultaneously reveling in the confrontation

with a whitetail at close range and cursing

myself for my lack of perserverance with the

bow. Here was the close-range, broadside

shot at a plump whitetail even I could hardly

bungle with recurve and broadhead.

And where was the bow to administer the

coup? In the truck, a hundred yards away,
where it had been exchanged an hour earlier

for a shotgun to take advantage of the early

duck season. The two blue-winged teal that

bulged from my vest as I walked past the

graveyard and met the deer helped a little to

mellow the vexation. But a duck is not a

deer.

The doe seemed content to continue the

staring match indefinitely, which I might
have consented to if I hadn't frozen in a con-

torted position which had muscles cramping.

I rolled my eyes mischievously, making cer-

tain not to move any other part of my body.

The doe's white-lined ears shot skyward in

response, widening like a butterfly spreading

its wings. Seconds later she lept in a flash of

brown into the cornfield, flag waving
skyward.
The morning had begun in an equally

amusing fashion. Arising at 4:00 a.m., I hiked

several miles beneath a star-speckled black

sky. The only sound filling the air came from
a few errant dogs baying in the distance and
a creek strumming its eternal melody
nearby. One hundred feet from the pre-

chosen stand, still a half-hour from first

light, a snorting and stomping of feet

stopped my boots in their tracks, like a bird

dog striking a hot scent of quail.
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Leonard Lee Rue III

"It seemed like a mirage. One, two, three deer. Then n

fourth, fifth, and finally a sixth whitetail fairly floated

across the roadway behind me."

The buck was there. I marveled at the

brashness of these deer before the guns of

November rumble—challenging an armed
hunter! The buck blew lung-hot air through
wiskered nostrils, pounded hooved feet ang-
rily on the frozen ground, and bluffed for

several precious minutes before galloping

sedately through the black fields.

Figuring I might as well sit and watch the

dawn since I had walked that far, I parked
myself against a fat-girthed hickory and
waited. Much to my surprise, half an hour
later another deer filed through the woods

—

too far away for a shot.

But that day was merely one of

many run-ins with whitetails

during that splendid time of year

—

the bow and arrow deer season.

Another trip near Little Stony Creek began
on a 12-degree morning in October. Sleepy

eyes nearly froze shut as I watched a cross-

ing from 6:00 to 8:00 a.m., waiting for the

sun to climb the steep Appalachians and melt

the frost from the brittle leaves. And that

was about all I saw. None of the deer that

had flaunted themselves on earlier scouting

trips were moving through that morning.
Or so it seemed to a mind seeking an excuse

to get up and move cold-stiffened joints and
defrost curdled blood. So I got up, returned

to the pickup, opened the camper, and set

the bow and arrow-stuffed quiver onto the

thin yellow carpet.

As if on cue, a raucous commotion behind
me began. Barely ten yards away, from a

patch of brown-trunked pines they dove,

down to the asphalt road in a graceful

sequence that seemed like a mirage. One,
two, three deer. Then a fourth, fifth, and
finally a sixth whitetail fairly floated across

the roadway behind me. Some glanced

momentarily at my gaping mouth and bulg-

ing eyeballs; others looked straight ahead.

Apparently the deer had waited patiently in

the stand of Virginia pine for me to put

down the bow before beginning this

exhibition.

You might not get a deer (in fact, odds are

very good that you won't) but bow hunting

whitetails certainly offers some interesting

experiences for the outdoorsman. D

Season dates: December 5 through January 5 west

of the Blue Ridge and in the counties of Amherst

(west of U.S. Route 29), Bedford, Campbell (west

of Southern Railroad), Franklin, Henry, Nelson

(west of Route 151), Patrick and Pittsylvania

(west of Southern Railroad). In other counties open

to fall hunting, the archery season began October

8 and runs through November 12. Consult the

Summary of Virginia Game Laws /or details.

VIRGINIA WILDLIFE



Ifhomemade
Christmas gifts are

an your list of

things to give

this year, now
is me time^ to

begin gathering

ntaterials. The in-

gredientsfor
sontething special

can likely he found
outdoors, so why not

make an outing of it?

by Pat Cooky

ninsb'ations by Jack Williams

This com husk wreath has been
adorned with "mice"fashioned
from eggs. Instructions for both

are given on these pages.

Christmas in November? Absolutely! If you are

planning to make Christmas gifts this year, or

you are involved in organizing a Christmas
bazaar, you haven't a moment to lose!

One way to recapture the spirit of an "old fashioned"
Christmas is to give some special items that you make
yourself, with materials you can find outdoors. These
gifts are special because the recipient knows that your

thought and skill—priceless commodities—went into

them.
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And they have the added advantage of being inexpensive,

making them especially good candidates for Christmas ba-

zaars, in which the object is often to make money for a

worthy cause, as well as to create something unique that

people will want to buy.

The first step is to gather your materials. And the gather-

ing can begin early. Corn husks need to be bleached and

dried, wildflowers cut in mid-day and hung upside down in a

dry, dark place, and eggs, pine cones and nuts collected and

cleaned.

After the fun of gathering these delicate masterpieces, we
begin fashioning them into gifts. Although we can't improve

on nature, we can turn these creations into new creations, or

in some cases, add just a finishing touch.

Bleach corn husks in a tub of hot water to which you have

added a few tablespoons of bleach. Dry them by spreading

them out in the sun. Then you can shape them into decora-

tions. A traditional Christmas decoration is something for

the door. Shape straw into a wreath or cane by tightly

wrapping handfuls of it with string; then take folded corn

husks of equal size (cut with scissors), attach wire and stick

husks into the wreath one by one. (This is easier if you work
with the husks when they are damp.)

Wreaths designed from grapevines are very popular. You
can create a variation on this theme by using honeysuckle or

trumpet creeper vines, both of which do very nicely. Don't

collect the vines until you are ready to work, so they will be

pliable. Or make a wreath of pine cones and nuts. Glue pine

cones to a wire frame; when you've covered the frame, start

adding smaller cones and different kinds of nuts.

Nuts can also be used to make tree trimmings. Paint them
to look like strawberries or mice or whatever ideas your
imagingation comes up with. Or save the (carefully opened)

shells from walnuts you've used in a Christmas recipe, and
make cradles or boats from them, then glue in place plastic

figures available at arts and crafts stores.

If you have larger pine cones, you can make natural candle

holders. Simply attach a small candle (the size used with

Swedish Christmas chimes) to the top with glue or melted

wax; you may have to remove a few pieces from the top of

the cone.

These ''carolers" are actually eggs. To
make your own for Christmas tree

ornaments: Gently prick a small hole

in either end of an egg; carefully blow
out the contents. Decorate with yarn,
fabric scraps and crayons or paints.

We don't ordinarily associate eggs with the Christmas
season, yet country brown eggs can be made into Christmas
tree decorations. First, carefully prick a tiny hole in each end
of the egg, and blow out the yolk and white— this takes a lot

of wind! (So that the eggs can be saved from year to year, we
boil them after blowing them out and before attaching any of

the trim.) Then you can turn the eggs into mice and Christ-

mas carolers, as we did, or you may come up with your own
ideas. We used tiny scissors to trim the carolers' mouths, and
scraps of yarn and the tops of old socks for the mouse ears

and tails and the carolers' hair, hats and scarves.

A mixture of one cup of salt, four cups of flour and one and
a half to two cups of water is the beginning of any one of a

number of decorations for your friends. After kneading well,

shape the dough, then press a paper clip in the back (through

which you can later loop a Christmas tree hook). Then bake

on a cookie sheet in a 270-degree oven; allow a half-hour for

VIRGINIA WILDLIFE



each V4-inch of thickness. Decorate with acrylic paint and coat

with polyurethane.

The most effective way to display tree trimmings at a

bazaar is on a live tree, and you can make your own "live" tree

without cutting one down. Just shape crab wire into a cone,

trim evergreen sprays from outdoor trees and shrubs and

stuff the sprays through the wire's holes until the wire no
longer shows.

Don't forget the birds! We made "ice cream cones" and

snowmen using the following mixture: six quarts of popcorn,

one pound of melted marshmallows, 14-cup butter and a cup

of bird seed. Mold the mixture into balls, then combine two to

make a snowman, and put one in a real sugar cone. Use fresh,

whole cranberries for buttons, eyes and nose on the snow-
man face and as a "cherry" to top the ice cream cone.

Sometimes the holidays get so hectic that we forget what
Christmas is all about, miss out on the joy of giving some-
thing of ourselves, and lose sight of the best gifts we have:

our families and friends, as well as the birds and the other

natural wonders we usually take for granted. Take the time

to make some special gifts this year, and you'll be giving

yourself something special, too. D
Next month: "Store-bought" gifts for the sportsman.

(Above) Grapevine wreaths have be-

come popular recently, becaicse of
their beauty and simplicity but also

because there are endless ways to

decorate them, and they can be

""dressedyormore seasons than
ju^t Christmas. You can use
trumpet creeper or honey-
sujckle vines in place of
grapevines, as well. This
urreath is decoy^ated u/ith a
stuffedfabric mouse. (Left)

A large pine cone becomes
the perfect Christmas can-
dle holder with very little

effort
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Story & photos by John Heerwcdd

A Syartsman's River:

The

This river holds many possibilitiesfor the sportsman^

and is espedaUy

well-suited to cold

weather recreatioTL

•V '^ ^('

•V:^ f*v<"

(Left) Tfie Blackwater Rirer i.s uvll-suited tofii<huig.

h u nting or .vimplj/ enjoifiiig the t^cerienj. (Top left) Hie
Blackwater w an intriguing river; afloat mil reveal

varied rights nuch o.s this bracketfungus. (Top right)

Cool weather is preferable on the 13laekwater because
the spo)1snmn can avoid such unpleasantfies as
Knakes and mosguitiies.

mJ^ .^MPS-afi! '.

^^>>»,

The Blackwater River in rural

southeastern Virginia is perhaps
one of the state's best-kept

secrets. It is within a two-hour drive of

some two million people, yet a majority

of those that ply its lazy, meandering
course in search of fish, wildlife or just

plain solitude, live in the sparsely popu-
lated towns and counties through which
it flows.

Born of an extensive hardwood swamp
near the town of Disputanta in eastern

Prince George County, the Blackwater
flows gently through low-lying forests

and sandy agricultural lands for its entire

length. The dark, coffee-colored waters
which give the river its name are the
result of tannin, produced by the vast

quantity of decaying organic matter in

the main stem and tributary swamps.
As is the case with all but a few of

Virginia's larger rivers today, the Black-

water is the exclusive province of the

sportsman, recreationist and naturalist.

Before the development of adequate
road networks, however, the river was
used for both transportation and com-
merce. From the vicinity of Broadwater
Bridge, approximately four miles up-
stream from the present town of Zuni,
the Blackwater was used by early colo-

nists to transport personal belongings
from settlements along the James to

NOVEMBER 1983 11



The
Blackwater
River

Legend

Approximate extent

of swamp

River miles, from
Route 620 to

Franklin

Map is directionally

oriented

Rt6ll

Joyners Bridge

new settlements in southside Virginia

and eastern North Carolina. Still later,

large plantations in the vicinity of Ivor

and Zuni floated tobacco, lumber, grain

and other produce downstream to ports

at new South Quay and Franklin, for

shipment to markets in tidewater Virgi-

nia and North Carolina. Today, the

barge trains loaded with pulp wood that

snake their way up the river to Union
Camp Corporation's mill at Franklin,

constitute the last remnant of the

Blackwater's riverborne commerce.
"From this place, the river becomes

very much obstructed in its bed by the

falling of trees, sand bars and etc.; also

very much contracted in its width, and in

many places very crooked." Thus said

R.H.B. Brazier in an 1831 report to the

Virginia Board of Public Works concern-

ing the feasibility of commercial naviga-

tion of the river above Broadwater Bridge

near Zuni. This early report aptly des-

cribes the present condition of much of

the river between Zuni and Franklin. If a

float to experience the beauty, solitude

and mystique of the Blackwater swamp
is on your itinerary, undertake it with

the knowledge that inconveniences caused

by downed trees, dead-end channels and

shallow sandbars may be the order of

the day. The amount of inconvenience

caused by these obstructions will vary

considerably with water level. Difficul-

ties seem to increase exponentially as the

water level begins to drop with the

approach of the traditional summer low-

flow period.

Obstructions to navigation will be but

one of the annoyances faced by those

attempting a trip on the Blackwater dur-

ing the summer, however. Biting and

stinging insects are particularly abund-

ant in the swamp, frequently making
long sleeves and liberal applications of

repellant mandatory. Add to that the

occassional presence of an eastern cot-

tonmouth or copperhead and a variety

of non-poisonous water snakes, and all

but the most seasoned "swamp rat"

would do well to seek an alternate sum-
mertime paddling destination.

§3 egardless of the season chosen,

M \ however, the paddler is soon

.A. ^ aware that the Blackwater is an

intriguing river, capable of providing a

unique float experience. The river above

Route 620, five miles upstream from

Zuni, is virtually impassable, and below

Franklin, barge and motorboat traffic

frequently makes travel in small, non-

powered craft such as canoes or john-

boats unattractive. Between these two
points, however, the river is floatable

much of the year and is crossed by four
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secondary highway bridges. The Com-
mission of Game and Inland Fisheries is

developing parking areas and boat ramps
at two of these bridge crossings. Route
603 and Route 611. This ready accessibil-

ity invites a variety of trip length options,

ranging from four to 32 miles.

The actual character of the Black-

water, and consequently the character of

a float experience, varies with the season

of the year and the particular section of

river selected. A 13-mile mid-summer
trip, from Route 620 to Route 603 for

instance, will take you through a classic

cypress-hardwood swamp. The 10 miles

between Routes 603 and 611, on the

other hand, are in a broad, well defined,

gently winding channel. In this stretch,

the river is frequently bounded by steep,

heavily wooded hillsides. Below Joyners

Bridge on Route 611, the high banks and
hillsides retreat and the Blackwater once

again becomes a swamp.
It is the swamp that most easily cap-

tures the imagination of those contem-
plating a float on the Blackwater. For

here the river meanders sharply around
barely perceptible hummocks and islands,

creating countless oxbows and extensive

stretches of braided channel. Choosing
the correct course, particularly if the

water is high, can be an interesting chal-

lenge. While it seldom creates a real prob-

lem, 10 minutes of paddling along what
appeared to be the "only" available chan-

nel, to have it disappear into an impenet-

rable tangle of vine-covered, downed
trees, can be exasperating.

Potential frustrations aside, a summer
float on this section of the river is a

fascinating experience. The dense stands

of bottomland hardwoods arching over

the main channel create a verdant green

overhead canopy and the ubiquitous

bald cypress and lush trailing vines give

the Blackwater an authentic swamp
character. Being confined to a narrow,
winding channel, bounded by a virtual

wall of vegetation, all but eliminates vis-

tas into the surrounding uplands, creat-

ing an intimate, almost claustrophobic,

atomosphere.

The same trip taken during the win-
ter, however, provides an entirely dif-

ferent visual experience. The stark grays

and blacks of the swamp's winter lands-

cape are in sharp contrast with the lush

green canopies of summer, and the

absence of leaves opens vistas through
the swamp to adjacent uplands. The sig-

nificantly higher water levels character-

istic of the winter and early spring

months push the river out of its defined

channel, making it possible to paddle

through the trees and across, rather

than around, many of the river's sharp

oxbow curves.

Although people float the Blackwater

for a variety of reasons, the most fre-

quent users of the river are fishermen.

Canoes and light johnboats provide

excellent access to what Game Commis-
sion fisheries biologists classify as a

vastly under-rated and under-exploited

""Ready cuccesd-

bility invites a
variety of trip

length options,

ranging from
four to 32 miles.''

bass and panfish stream. The river's

dark, slow-moving waters and numer-
ous snags provide exceptional habitat for

the South's most popular gamefish, the

largemouth bass. Equally plentiful, par-

ticularly in the river's swampier reaches,

is the voracious chain pickerel, or "Jack

Pike," as it is sometimes known. Both

channel and white catfish find the

Blackwater to their liking, and the

number of limblines and trotlines found

along the river's edge attest to the "cat's"

popularity among local anglers. Unless

you are primarily after panfish, the

underwater snags in the river dictate the

use of somewhat heavier tackle than

might customarily be used when float

fishing a Virginia stream. A medium to

stiff rod and 15- to 20-pound test mono-
filament will help reduce the loss of both

fish and tackle.

While the largest percentage of those

that float the Blackwater are fishermen,

fall and early winter are popular with the

float hunter. The dense, still swamp
provides migratory waterfowl with excel-

lent habitat and the rich bottomland and

hardwood forests along the river sup-

port a good squirrel population.

The alert hunter drifting silently

downstream in a camouflaged canoe or

johnboat during the early fall squirrel

season is almost certain to be afforded an

opportunity to bag his limit. The two key

words in the preceding sentence, how-
ever, are "alert" and "opportunity,"

because squirrel season in southeastern

Virginia begins and ends well before the

hardwoods lose their leaves. The heavy

vegetation makes a clear shot difficult,

particularly if the quarry is on the move.

In order to avoid the possibility of being

cited for trespass during your squirrel

hunting trip, written permission should

be obtained from riparian landowners

along the section of stream you plan to

float.

The Blackwater is also popular with
duck hunters and is a challenging place

to hone jump shooting skills. While the

generally narrow, sharply winding chan-
nel makes it easier for the jump shooter

to get within gun range, it also requires

exceptional quickness to get a shot off

before the flushed bird(s) are lost in the

dense woods bordering the river. Al-

though hunting during the regular duck
season is made somewhat less compli-

cated by the absence of foliage, a shooter

seldom if ever gets the long, unobstructed

shot commonly afforded those hunting
from a blind.

Although a winter trip through a

remote area that is basically inaccessible

except by boat promises adventure, it is

not without an element of risk. Possibly

the greatest danger facing the winter

paddler is hypothermia, the rapid and/or

prolonged lowering of body tempera-

ture as a result of exposure. If you have
never attempted a cold-weather float,

there are several "do's" and "don'ts" that

you should be aware of. If heeded, these

precautions significantly reduce the

dangers inherent in a winter float.

/ B/'Wl T ^^^^ \.diV.e a float trip

/ ^i. 9 1 'j 1/ alone. A minimum of

two people in your party is a mus\ and
two boats should be taken if at all possi-

ble. Righting a capsized boat in frigid

winter temperatures may not be possi-

ble without the serious risk of exposure,

in which case a second boat may prove to

be the only way back to civilization.

Do dress warmly, but avoid down and
cotton clothing. Neither material retains

its insulation value when it gets wet.

Wool, as well as a variety of synthetic

materials, on the other hand, do con-

tinue to provide insulation and conserve

vital body heat, even when soaked.

Do understand and be able to recog-

nize the warning signs of hypothermia.
Being able to detect and treat hypother-

mia can help you avoid a potentially

deadly situation.

Don't ever go on a winter float with-

out a complete set of extra clothing in a

waterproof container in the boat. Remain-
ing in wet clothing following a rain or an
unexpected swim is inviting trouble.

Regardless of the trip's purpose or the

time of year, a float trip on the Black-

water can be an interesting and reward-
ing experience if you are well prepared.

Few of eastern Virginia's coastal plain

streams are as accessible yet as remote,

undeveloped and intriguing as the Black-

water. D
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A New World Journal

VIRGINIA'S
WILDLIFE

by Robert M. Alison

When British colonists arrived on Virginia's wild
shores, they beheld a land ofnatural treasures. Here is

the vision of Captain John Smith and
his contemporaries.

The date is May 22, 1607.

Captain John Smith has spent

the day wandering along the

west shore of Chesapeake Bay record-

ing in his mind's eye the natural trea-

sures the area has to offer. A soft

breeze floats over the great marsh off

to his left, the tops of the reeds dipping

and swaying in synchrony as if pulled

simultaneously by invisible threads at-

tached to each stalk. He is searching

for a word to describe what he is see-

ing. All at once it comes to him. Like a

bolt from the blue
—
"delightsome"

—

that is the word he wants.

He has been instantly struck by the

great forests of oak, ash and beech, the

walnuts and cypress, the blankets of

vines, the fruits. Already he has come
to think of the land as a sort of para-

dise. When he looks around, he is not

just focusing on trees and rocks and
grass. It is much more than that. It is

as if he is viewing a masterpiece of per-
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fection, a symphony of colors and
forms.

He sits down at the dingy table and
begins to write about the wild animals

he has seen in this new land.

"Of beasts," he begins, pausing for a

moment before continuing, "the chief

are deer. In the deserts towards the

heads of rivers there are many. .

."

He goes on to talk about black and
grey squirrels, the 'assapanick' or flying

squirrel, opossums, bears and beavers

with "hinder feet like a swan," martins,

polecats, weasels, mink, foxes, otters. . .

the list is endless.

He stops for a second, then moves
along to the birds he has encountered.

"The eagle is the greatest devourer,"

he writes.

After listing five or six of the most
common hawks, he moves on to "part-

ridges," "turkies" and "diverse sorts of

small birds, some red, some blue. .
." as

well as swans, cranes, herons, geese.

Illustrations by Will Flynn

brant, ducks and pigeons. . .

"Of all those sorts great abundance
. .

." he concludes.

It is plain to see from the look in his

eye that John Smith has fallen in love

with the place.

Later, he would write about the

"abundance of fish lying so thick with
their heads above the water as for

want of nets we attempted to catch

them with a frying pan. Neither better

fish, more plenty or variety, had any of

us ever seen than in the bay of Chesa-
peack. .

."

A year later he would record that

the waterfowl was so abundant that

the President, Anthony Bagly and
Edward Pising shot 148 ducks and
geese "in three shoots."

John Smith is not the only man to be

overwhelmed by Virginia's spectacular

wild bounty. Nor is he the first to

write about it.
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In 1606, Master George Percy writes

that as he enters the "Bay of Chesu-
pico", his eyes wonder at the "fair mea-
dows and good tall trees with fresh

water running through the woods." He
seems hard-pressed to find words to

describe what he is seeing.

On May 12, 1607, he writes about
squirrels and rabbits, "blackbirds with

crimson wings," birds of all colours

—

and many turkey nests. A week later,

at Port Cotage, he sees the "goodliest

woods" of beech, oak, cedar, cypress,

walnuts. . .strawberries, mulberries,

raspberries and "fruits unknown. .
.",

"great plenty of fish. .
.," large mea-

dows and "great store of deer" and wild

beasts which he can not identify.

Just about everyone who writes

about Virginia's wildlife in the early

years is impressed by the great variety

and abundance of mammals and birds.

Most of them run out of superlatives,

so struck are they.

In the fall of 1608, W. Russel and A,

Todkill record that now that wiriter is

fast approaching, the rivers are "so

covered with swans, geese and ducks
that we daily feast. .

."

In 1609, Henry Spelman, son of the

Jamestown 'antiquary,' notes the "great

store of fowl. . .fish in abundance" as

well as plenty of deer, bears, wolves,

foxes, hares, and squirrels.

A year later, the Council of Virginia

publishes in London a book called 'A

true declaration of the estate of the

colonie in Virginia.' In it, the author
reports the rivers from August to Feb-

ruary are "covered with flocks of wild

fowl. . .in such abundance as are not in

all the world to be equalled." It speaks

of swans, geese, mallards, teal,

wigeons, herons, bitterns, curlews,

godwits, plovers and a great many oth-

ers, as if they were blades of grass in

some vast meadow, or grains of sand

in a desert.

A few months later, Alexander Whi-
taker, in his 'Virginia's natural beauty,'

writes almost the same thing. He
recalls that the "rivers and creeks be

over spread everywhere with water-
fowl of the greatest and least sort. .

."

So impressed by the region's wild

birds is Jamestown clergyman Edward
Topsell that in 1614 he wrties an arti-

cle called 'Fowles of heaven.' In it, 16
native birds, including their Indian

names, are drawn and described in

detail. It becomes instantly popular in

England.

Eight years afterward, local stocks of

wildlife apparently begin to dwindle.

Sometimes, the settlers are forced to

live for weeks on nothing but oysters.

Finally, John Smith laments, "the deer,

turkies and other beasts and fowls will

exceedingly increase if we beat the sav-

ages out of the country for at all times

of the year they never spare male nor
female, old nor young, eggs nor birds,

fat nor lean, in season or out of season,

with them all is one."

His is the first voice hinting at a con-

servation movement which will grow
in intensity over the next 400 years, a

movement which will soon result in

the first deer and grouse season, and
so on.

One of the first descriptions of Back
Bay is supplied in 1655 by a man
named de Vries. In his 'Korte historiael

ende journaels aenteyckeninge,' he

spends a lot of time on the local birds,

detailing the two kinds of geese "which
stay through the winter by thousands."

He records "large quantities" of brant

and many swans, as well as "par-

tridges" and "turtle doves" nearby. At
the time he is writing, red-winged
blackbirds have already become pests,

appearing in waves at harvest and
hungrily consuming the corn.

Over the next 50 years, virtually

everyone who writes about Virginia

will include a section dealing with the

teeming birdlife on and near the Che-
sapeake Bay. In 1660, N. Shrigley talks

about the "plentiful" fowl of the region.
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Seven years later, when Thomas
Glover publishes his 'Account of

Virginia—its situation, temperature,
productions, inhabitants and their

manner of planting and ordering

tobacco etc.', he says that "on the bay
and rivers feed so many wild fowl, as

in winter time they do in some places

cover the water for two miles." He
specifically names swans, brant, mal-

lards and teal, as well as several other

species. On the subject of the local

woods, he goes on to talk of the

abundant wild turkeys, doves, hawks,
cardinals and hummingbirds.

Put together all these accounts and
what do you have? A picture of an
Eden, deserving to be looked upon with
wondering eyes. Of course, it is far

from a virgin wilderness, even at this

time. Hundreds of thousands of acres

have been cleared by the Indians for

their villages and crops. In the imme-
diate vicinity of Jamestown, for

instance, the 'Arrohattocks, Weanocks,
Quiyougcoha nocks, Warraskoyacks,
Chesapeacks' and a few others tilled

about 2,000 acres of land.

Nonetheless, the whole panorama is

stunningly magnificent, like someone's
conception of a perfect natural setting.

Those days are long since gone. But,

as we stand on the shores of Back Bay
or along the mighty Tappahannock, we
can't help but wonder what it was
really like back then at the dawn of

American civilization. We have only a

glimpse, sufficient to titillate our imag-

ination. But even that is enough to

kindle within each of us a vision of

splendor that makes our whole body
tingle.

Some of what was remains unspoilt

to this day—a monument to the efforts

of naturalists and sportsmen.

As long as there are still places like

Chincoteague, Mason Neck, Presquile,

Great Dismal Swamp, the majesty of

by-gone days will be preserved. It is a

wildlife legacy that cannot be permitted

to slip away, since it cannot be re-

any price. D
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Story & photos by Carl ''Spike" Knuth
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For the hunter, photographer or wildlife observer,

I
the view from a duck blind offers sights and

sounds not to be found anywhere else.
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No matter how many sunrises a person has

seen, he will be awe-struck by those he views

from a duck blind. Few mornings are as full of

anticipation and promise, as a waterfowler

watches fingers of light crawl across the eastern sky. Duck
hunters may have their bad days, but for some reason dur-

ing a duck-season sunrise, there doesn't seem to be such a

thing as a "bad day."

Sunrise seems to set the eastern horizon ablaze. On
partly cloudy days, the sky fills with hues of red, orange

and purple. Even on overcast days, there is a certain mys-
terious beauty as landmarks and shorelines seem to appear

magically from the darkness.

There are only a few things which might discourage a

waterfowler at this time, such as getting icy water into his

waders or a leak in his hip boots; a constant, drenching

rain; the thermos of hot coffee he suddenly envisions still

sitting on the kitchen counter where he left it; the fact that

he mis-positioned part of his decoy set in the inky black-

ness, or worse yet, one decoy is upside down (the one
farthest out in the deepest water) and two more are

"clunking" together with anchor cords tangled!

There are days, I suppose, when sunrise is the only good
thing that happens to a duck hunter. However, if that's all

(Large photo) The view from "nature's box seat," a Mind at Pocahontas WMA.
(Inset photos, clockwise from top left) A variety of hirdlife—whether for the

gnmebag or not—is one of the bonuses of a morning spent in a blind: scaup, homed

grebe, whistling swans, greater yellowlegs and yellow-rumped warbler.
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he comes home with, he hasn't really tried to appreciate

the outdoors. Even if his game bag is empty on a trip or

two, the duck hunter who hunts from a blind is in a posi-

tion to have a very full day. Before his eyes parades a

seemingly unending array of wildlife sights and sounds.

Sitting in a duck blind is to a waterfowl hunter and out-

door lover, what sitting in the VIP's box seats of his favor-

ite team is to a baseball fanatic (in my case, that team is the

Milwaukee Brewers).

Webster's [Dictionary defines a blind as a "place of con-

cealment," and of course a duck blind is a place for a water-

fowler to lie in wait—out of sight—for waterfowl. Decoys
placed in strategic, natural-looking positions will fool the

ducks, we hope, enticing them to what looks like a good

feeding ground or companionship. They move into shot-

gun range as they attempt to land. All this sounds rather

elementary, but as every duck hunter knows, there are

days when no ducks fly by! These kinds of days are espe-

cially frustrating on big water: a blind-bound hunter has a

panoramic view of a big lake, bay or marsh and can see

ducks rafting, or trading back and forth, but on routes dic-

tated by wind directions which may not carry them to a

position where they can see the decoys. This is often the

time for the waterfowler to call on his reserves of patience

and endurance and simply look, listen, learn and enjoy.

That's easier said than done, considering the time and cost

involved in today's waterfowl hunting—but the day won't

be a loss.

For six years I was blessed with the opportunity to hunt

on Wisconsin's Lake Winnebago—noted for its scaup, red-

head and canvasback hunting—but also hosting flights of

black ducks, ruddy ducks, buffleheads and goldeneyes, plus

smaller numbers of most of the other waterfowl species.

Thanks to a gracious landlord who owned a "duck point"

and a generous friend who wanted to share his love of the

sport, I was able to experience some days afield 111 never

forget. Since then I've had the opportunity to sample some
days in the duck blinds of famous Virginia waters, includ-

ing the Potomac, Pamunkey and James Rivers, Back Bay

and Chesapeake Bay. In addition to waterfowl, numerous
other species of birds can be seen on migration, plus many
unusual happenings and dramas of nature. There are days

of serenity or discomfort, days of disgust and frustration;

and days of inspiration or excitement. Duck hunting from
a blind produces variety in every realm—feelings, weather

or the quarry.

Anyone who hunts ducks from a blind is exposed to just

about every type of weather condition imaginable: hot,

mild, cool, cold, windy, calm, clear, overcast, hazy, foggy,

rainy, snowy, stormy, or combinations of these conditions

are all possible. Of those, I found hunting in the fog to be

especially intriguing. It seems that on those overcast, dead-

calm, foggy days, the unusual happens. Sound carries great

distances on damp, still air and seems greatly amplified.

The air "whooshes" as a migrating flock of rusty blackbirds

flies by. We might not have noticed these sounds before,

but with our reduced visual capabilities due to fog, we now
pay more attention to sounds around us.

Ruddy ducks meander slowly along the shore, swim-
ming a little, then "patter" over the water to get airborne

for a few yards before plopping down with a big splash.

I remember vividly the day a killdeer swooped over our

duck point in the quiet of an October morning fog and did

an unbelievable right-angle turn toward the decoys. The
maneuver caused such tremendous force on its wings that
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the feathers moaned and whistled in protest under the

strain—sounding much like the TV sound effects of an
arrow in flight.

On another day, I witnessed a similar event

when seven bluebills spun in from on high,

down to my decoys.

If hunting in a fog from a duck blind is the

most tranquil or mysterious, hunting during a storm with

high winds is the most exciting. Trying to place decoys

prior to sunrise in high winds is next to impossible. Waves
roll upon shallow reefs, almost knocking you off your feet.

The big waves left your decoy boat high, sometimes crash-

ing into you, squeezing water between you and the boat's

side, splashing cold, icy water in your face. As you turn

into the wind to right an upside-down decoy, a big "roller"

lifts you high, but not before it trickles a cup or two of icy

water down your waders or into a drooping sleeve. Only a

duck hunter could even conceive of such experiences as

"fun." Decoy pickup becomes even tougher, for now the

cords and anchors must be individually and neatly wrapped
around the decoys. This is a hand-chilling experience, espe-

cially in falling temperatures when ice and snow accom-

pany the wind. Yet every duck hunter knows that the

ducks become restless, excited and even frightened in

stormy weather, which means that they are looking for

shelter and company. Ducks seem to go crazy in a storm

and even a poor decoy set-up atrracts them. Of course,

there is a certain amount of genuine danger involved in

hunting a stormy, wind-tossed lake or bay which adds to

the excitement. A duck hunter's heart beats hard and fast

while hunting from a blind in a storm. It's a time to be

alert and to use sound judgement. Many an openwater

hunter has turned to see his boat drifting off from the

blind on the waves, or has been knocked down into foam-

ing ice cold water.

Aside from the experiences and feelings of hunting in

different types of weather, the hunter who hunts from a

duck blind sees and experiences many intriguing natural

events. He sees the migrations of numerous species of

birds, along with his beloved—almost worshipped

—

waterfowl. He witnesses their struggles of life and death.

Almost every day in the blind produces some inspiring or

unusual sight. There was the flock of swans that cut close

and low to the point, with long necks extended, undulating

mildly up and down at their bases with each power stroke

of the wings. Once we were surprised by a little yellow-

rumped warbler that swung briefly on a branch that hung
into our blind. There were the occasional lone, goose-like

loons; the flocks of snow buntings bobbing low over the

water; late-migrating swallows dipping to the water to

drink or feed on the precious few insects that remained; or

the hen canvasback that decoyed beautifully to my spread

and sat tantalizingly in the decoys for almost 15 minutes,

studying them nervously. She frequently bowed her head

and stretched her neck in greeting, getting more restless

when her greeting went unacknowledged by the silent

counterfeits. Once on Back Bay, Virginia a young Canada

goose was called in during a photo field trip prior to the

season. It got so upset at the silent "comrades" it had

landed with that it began display a threat posture of stick-

ing its neck out with mouth open and calling as if it were a

warning to answer him—or else!

It's sights like these—some common, some rare and

some unusual—that make the duck blind, nature's box

seat, a unique place to be. D
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Field Notes

Get Involved
by Lt. R.W. MarshaU

Each year, thousands of game
animals, birds and fish are stolen

from the honest hunter and
fisherman and other wildlife lovers by
dishonest people—poachers. There are

also great numbers of songbirds killed.

These are also protected by law.

It seems that at least one rule holds

true both for wildlife violations and
other violations of the law: whatever
the reason, most people don't want to

get involved. Perhaps the person com-
mitting the crime is a friend or

acquaintance. Or maybe they fear

what they think might happen to them
if they come forward. Some are afraid

to testify because they are nervous
about being in court. The excuses go
on and on, but none are really valid

reasons for failure to help protect the

wildlife that we all enjoy in one way or

another, whether we hunt, fish or just

spend time outdoors, looking and
listening.

In 18 years of game law enforce-

ment, I have encountered very few

people who were willing to testify in

court to convict a poacher. In fact, the

total number who have been willing is

fewer than 20 people in all that time.

In Wise County, sportsman's clubs,

led by the Old Dominion Sportsman's
Club of Norton, have decided to help

do something about this situation.

They have come to realize that, with-

out protection, we cannot have wildlife

in the numbers most people want. The
clubs are offering a $200 reward to

anyone giving information and testim-

ony leading to the arrest and convic-

tion of any person who kills a deer,

wild turkey or raccoon illegally in this

area.

So far, two rewards have been paid.

One was for a wild turkey killed during

the September squirrel season. The
violator was seen carrying the turkey

through the woods toward his home at

the edge of the woodland. This person
paid over $350 in fines because a 16-

year-old youngster was willing to give

me the necessary information and tes-

tify in court.

In the second case, one person was
convicted for exceeding the bag limit

on deer and another for transporting

an illegal deer. The person who killed

the deer killed one near the beginning

of bow season and another near the

end of bow season. After killing the

second deer, he went to a house and
called his brother-in-law and asked him
to come and get it because he had
already killed one. Two people in the

house overheard this conversation,

went with the person to help bring the

deer to the road, then called me. The
violators paid a total of $415 in fines

and replacement costs.

Neither of these cases could have
been made without the witnesses. Vir-

ginia game wardens are "spread thin"

across the state. People will continue to

get by with these kinds of violations if

you don't help. Get involved the way
these people have. Show the poacher
that crime doesn't pay— it costs. O
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Personalities

Sgt. Lannie

Chitwood
by Francis N. Satterlee

Lannie is not certain but it seems
to him that he was only about
four or five years old when he

had the thrill of catching his first fish.

This was the direct result of his

father's influence since fishing was the

senior Chitwood's main hobby and he
wanted his son to experience the joys

and rewards of the sport.

Actually, they didn't have to travel

far to go fishing since the Smith River

was not far from where they lived in

Martinsville. Once, when he really

wasn't much older, seven he guesses,

Lannie caught a flounder while visiting

a relative in St. Petersburg, Florida.

This further whetted his appetite for

the outdoors and related sports.

The summers during his maturing
years in the Martinsville-Bassett area

were spent fishing and, in later years,

hunting for groundhogs. However, his

summer vacations during the last two
years of high school were devoted to

employment with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers at Philpott

Reservoir.

He graduated from Fieldale-

Collinsville High in Henry County and
worked for a time doing odd jobs. Lan-
nie then enrolled in Ferrum Junior Col-
lege where he spent two years major-
ing in biology. Following that, he
attended Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University in Blacksburg.

Lannie graduated in 1972 with a B.A.

in biology and minor in wildlife science.

After graduation from VPI, he
taught biology for one year at Kenston
Forest, a private school in Blackstone.

While there he also coached junior var-

sity football and was head baseball

coach. His next teaching assignment
was as biology instructor at Laurel
Park High in Martinsville. As was the
case at the previous school, Lannie also

acted as the assistant football coach for

the junior varsity.

In April 1976 Lannie Chitwood
began employment with the Virginia

Commission of Game and Inland

Fisheries as a game warden assigned to

Southampton County. In 1979 he was
promoted to sergeant and given the

responsibility for Isle of Wight, Sussex
and Southampton counties.

Job satisfaction for Lannie is working
with the public and with his counter-

parts from the other counties and dis-

tricts to make the environment better

for boaters, hunters and fishermen and

to preserve these God-given wonders
for future generations.

Lannie married a New Hampshire
native, Linda Holden. The couple have
two children: Mark, age five, and Ali-

son, age three. They make their home
in Ivor. D
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A quick, loud "wick, wick, wick"

can be heard throughout
the territory of North Ameri-

ca's largest woodpecker, the pileated.

At one time this woodpecker could be

found only in extensive hardwood
forests. Today it is becoming more
common as it adapts to smaller wood-
lots with fewer trees.

The pileated woodpecker is the size

of a crow, about 16 to 19 inches long.

While clinging to the side of a tree the

bird appears to have a black body with

a red crest, white face and throat. The
male has a red "moustache" while the

female has a black one. It is only during

flight that a large white patch on the

front portion of the wing is revealed.

Its Latin name, Dryocopus pileatus,

means "wood cutter" and if you have
ever seen a pileated at work (or the

three- to six-inch chips it leaves behind)

you know why. Like all woodpeckers,
the pileated has a very stong bill and
neck muscles for cutting into both live

and dead timber. A thick skull and pro-

tective membrane insulate the brain

from the shock caused by the pound-
ing. A large, rectangular hole in a tree

or a stump torn to pieces identifies the

spot where the pileated has located its

main food source, the carpenter ant.

Even during the winter the ants are

easily found by the pileated: it listens

for the faint humming the ants make
while hibernating. Once the colony is

opened, the woodpecker's long, stiff bill

extends outward from its skull to reach

into the tiny crevices on the ant's nest.

In addition to carpenter ants, the

pileated feeds on acorns, berries, bee-

tles and other insects. The pileated will

also come to a suet feeder during the

winter months.
The pileated is uniquely adapted for

its role in nature. In addition to the

skull, bill and tongue already menti-

oned, two other features aid the

pileated in its search for insects. The
first adaptation is the tail feathers. The
next time you see any woodpecker
clinging to the side of a tree, look

closely and you will see that it uses its

tail to prop itself up. The feathers are

still, ending in a stiff spine. So crucial is

Non-Game Update
by Susan Gilley

The

Pileated

Woodpecker

Leonard Lee Rue III

this adaptation to feeding that when a

woodpecker molts, the old feathers are

not shed until the new ones have
grown in. The other adaptation is the

arrangement of the toes; this is impor-
tant for a bird that makes its living

clinging to the bark of a tree. The
fourth toe can be rotated backward so

that it is next to the hind toe. This is

called a zygodactlylous arrangement:
two toes forward, two toes back. This

arrangement, along with long claws

that dig into the bark, keep the wood-

pecker secure as it clings to the under-
side of a branch.

The pileated—chiefly the female

—

builds the nesting cavity in a live or

dead tree. The opening is triangular,

about four and a half inches, tapering

to three and a half inches at the top.

The interior of the cavity is about eight

inches across and 10 to 30 inches deep.

For this reason the pileated must have
large trees in order to nest. The male
does most of the incubating, particu-

larly at night. The female will roost in

a nearby cavity. Both adult birds may
have several roosting cavities near the

nesting site. When the eggs hatch two
and a half weeks later, both parents

care for the young, feeding them
regurgitated insects. As the young
approach fledging, they get very noisy

whenever a parent nears the nest. A
walk through the woods during the

nesting season can be rather noisy at

feeding time.

Woodpeckers are beneficial to man
and eat larger quantities of insects each

year. In spite of the good that they do,

they can present problems when a

male decides that your house siding or

aluminum gutter makes just the right

hollow sound for attracting a mate or

announcing its territory. The rapid rol-

ling of a pileated drumming is very

pleasant except when it is done on
your home. There is no sure way of

keeping the birds from drumming
although there are many home
methods, each working to some
degree. Changing the sound made or

scaring the bird off each time it starts

are the best techniques. Rarely will a

woodpecker decide to make a home in

the side of yours. I have left two trees

that were hit by lightning for pileated

and other woodpeckers. Since the trees

would not hit the house if they fell, we
decided to leave them for the birds.

The pileateds do not visit our yard as

often as the flickers, downy, and other

woodpeckers and so far, none have
decided that the cedar siding sounds
better than the trees.

Woodpeckers are protected by law
and to harm one in any way is

illegal. D
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Growing Up Outdoors.

Why Does
The Land
Change?

All changes in the shape of the

land are caused by
"transportation"—the trans-

portation of water, earth, rocks, chemi-
cals and other deposits from one area

to another.

The oceans make fantastic changes
in the shape of the land. A really

severe storm, with terribly forceful

waves, can make as many changes in

the shore in four days as a hundred
years of mild storms. An ocean, even
when there is no storm, works like a

giant chisel, chipping away and chang-
ing the shape of the land. The ocean
works night and day, year in and year

out. It is always there. It never takes a

holiday. It never sleeps. It works harder
than ever during storms. Where the

land is soft, it can carve a great land

change overnight. A storm can topple

over a cliff of clay with amazing speed,

shift a sand-pit, build a reef or chisel an
inlet through an island.

The ocean is not alone in changing
the land's shape. For instance, rapid

streams on land carry much earth to

sea. This earth, and other debris, settle

on the floors of oceans and build into

underwater mountains.
Erosion causes great changes in the

land. Water running off the land car-

ries tons and tons of top soil with it,

leaving gullies and ditches (this is called

erosion). When land erosion goes on
for a long time, the soil becomes use-

less. The same erosion can re-shape
any area where it happens.

Rivers and waterfalls are continually

changing the surface of the earth,

wearing away the rocks over which
they flow. After many years of this

activity, the river beds deepen and
form canyons. It takes many years to

wear mountains into valleys, but it

by Dorothy Beecher Artes

does happen. There are many valleys in

this world that were once mountains
long ago.

Caverns are made by ground water
(water in the ground) dissolving the

soil and rocks and carrying them away.
As the years pass, these underground
caverns, caves, and canyons grow
larger and longer until they become
many miles long and hundreds of feet

high. The Carlsbad Caverns of New
Mexico and the Luray Caverns here in

Virginia are two caverns formed by the

dissolving of soil and rocks over

hundreds and hundreds of years, and
they are beautiful and unusual sights.

Underground "transportation" or

movements also cause changes it the

shape of the land. High pressures exist

underground. The deeper you go
down, the hotter the ground gets, and
it will melt rock into lava. Chemical
activity under the earth causes all kinds

of crumbling of earth and rock. Volca-

noes are outward signs that we can

see, showing the results of the great

forces going on under the earth.

The wind, especially in desert areas.

does much to change the shape of the

land. It blows sand into dunes, hills,

and fantastic shapes. Sand hills form
ridges, slopes and crests.

Rains leave great troughs in the

earth. Ground, not covered by vegeta-

tion, is carried away by heavy rains.

This is not only bad for the land, it

causes water pollution.

There are several things that

farmers do to prevent the soil on their

farm from eroding, such as contouring,

strip cropping, rotating crops and
mulching. There are things you can do
to prevent soil erosion, too. The most
basic is to plant something where the

ground is bear and the dirt or soil is

likely to wash away during a rain. You
can plant grass, flowers, vegetables or

shrubs.

You can start a compost pile in a

corner of your backyard to fertilize a

garden. Take the cuttings that are left

over after your lawn has been cut, the

leaves you've raked, weeds you've

pulled from your yard, as well as

vegetable garbage which you would
ordinarily throw away, and make a pile

of it. Keep the heap moist and turn it

from time to time. When it decays, it

will not only be good fertilizer for your
vegetable garden, it will improve the

soil.

If you see a gully forming some-
where, figure out a way to make water
run in a different direction. Then you
can plant something such as shrubs,

vines or grass to keep it from happen-
ing again.

For more ideas, consult the Boy
Scout Handbook or write to the Soil

and Water Conservation Commission's
information officer, 203 Governor
Street, Suite 206, Richmond, Virginia

23219. D
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Story & photos

by Pete Elkins

To the buyer, it

was just so much
aluminum, riveted

and painted. But to

me, it was much
more . . .

During the last decade, a dozen
fishing boats have spent vary-

ing times in my possession.

Fishing has been and is my one compul-
sive vice, and a boat is, to my wife's

frequent dismay, the vice's handmaiden.
The boats have run the gamut from a

seven-foot "sneak" boat to a 20-foot cen-

ter console. A 12-foot aluminum john-

boat was my first.

When I purchased the johnboat from
a dealer in Waynesboro back in the late

60's, it was freshly garbed with flat green
paint. Even in the store, the johnboat
looked all business: square stern and
bow, wide stable beam and heavy gauge
aluminum. The price tag was $100.00, a

princely sum for the time and my finan-

cial status. Most important, the johnboat

was my first real boat.

After almost a decade of faithful and
often abusive use, I sold the johnboat

several months ago. The sale price was
just what I had paid so long ago. If I had
attempted to sell the boat for the value of

its memory, no one could have afforded

it.

When the old boat, mottled green

between dents and bruises, disappeared

around a curve in the back of the pur-

chaser's car it was as if I had just sold a

child. No matter that it was only a piece

of stamped, riveted and painted alu-

minum.
For under the material facade, the
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boat was a spirit, filled with hundreds of

days afloat on Virginia water. Unlike my
other boats, the johnboat had stayed

with me throughout the frequent moves
necessitated by my profession.

Other people, like the purchaser, saw
only an ancient, banged-up, but still

sturdy fishing boat. I saw much more.
There was a wintry Rockbridge County

morning when big corn-fed mallards

swung down in a tight spiralling circle

towards my decoy spread, wing pinions

whistling as they turned into the wind,
then dropped orange feet and rode an
invisible wire down to the water.

The johnboat watched, through a

brown-thatched camouflaged net, as I

stood to salute the mallards with a

12-gauge.

Ducks were no strangers to the old

boat. It carried hunting partners and me
silently around James River bends along

the edge of flooded brush, where blacks,

wood ducks, and occasional mallards

waited.

One morning, as the boat hugged the

high inside bend of a Botetourt County
river bank, a surprised gobbler crashed

from the thicket overhead. I was so

shocked by the sudden appearance of a

20-pound "duck" that I never even raised

my shotgun. The turkey landed on the

opposite bank, then ran, like a bullnecked

fullback, up the slope and out of sight.

Despite the old boat's willingness to

nose through icy water and winter winds,

hunting was only a diversion from its

real love.

Fishing was the johnboat's raison d'etre,

and smallmouth bass were its favorite

fish. Like many old things, the boat had
some faults. It could be balky in really

swift water better suited for canoes. It

protested a little too loudly upon contact

with river rocks. Yet, the boat was stable

and low silhouetted, with room for all

The johnboat held memories of feisty

James River muskies and a little girl's

introduction to crappie fishing

Albemarle County.

m

the extraneous tackle and gear that

breed uncontrollably during the course

of a day's fishing.

And the smallmouth seemed to rec-

ognize the boat as an admirer, because a

lot of them came aboard for a closer look

albeit not entirely on a voluntary basis.

Smallmouth bass provided the boat's

most vivid memories. There were morn-
ings with mist, ghostly pale over the

water, when smallmouth came up to

topwater plugs like bronzed spirits. The
evenings were even better as the cool

stillness calmed the river. Insects ap-

peared, followed closely by rising bass,

eager to strike fly rod popping bugs.

Hooked bass would jump noisily, an
exciting counterpoint to the evening
stillness.

Sometimes there was a campfire along

a nearby shoreline, where a frying pan,

potatoes and fragrant onions waited for

some smallmouth fillets. The johnboat
rested, snug against the shoreline, while

we ate and slept.

The old boat had a sense of humor,
too, in a wet sort of way. It once flipped

me overboard in response to my negli-

gently running it sideways into a large

rock in some sunlit James River riffles.

On another occasion, a casual fishing

acquaintance had invited himself along
for a late afternoon smallmouth foray on
the Maury River. It was July and thun-
derheads mushroomed heavenwards
while we launched the boat. The takeout
point was still miles away when the

storm struck.

Lightning flashed dramatically all

around us, often so close that the flash

and the following roar of thunder were
virtually simultaneous. The river was
relatively narrow at that point, with
steep heavily forested banks on both
sides. I reasoned that we were probably
just as safe down in the water as we
would be under the tall trees along the

shoreline. Besides, the storm had also

electrified the smallmouth, which were
pouncing on lures like little barred
terriers.

I heard no sounds from my compan-
ion as I tried to ignore the lightning and
concentrate on the smallmouth. Then,
after one particularly violent, almost
blinding lightning flash, I looked toward
him. He was huddled with his rain parka
over his head, and both feet prayerfully

planted on the top of a rubber-coated
anchor on the bottom of the boat. I

couldn't resist laughing.

(Please don't write the editor of this
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fine magazine about the safety implica-

tions of fishing in lightning. I hearby
officially recommend against doing so.

Under the circumstances of the day des-

cribed, there was very little alternative

available. There is also a certain charm
about expiring in a blinding flash while a

smallmouth rampages on the end of

your rod that is entirely absent in dying

abed from some clincal horror.)

The old johnboat was also there for

my two young daughters to learn about
the delights of eager, if over-populated,

crappie from Albemarle County's Chris
Green Lake. Silvery crappies came aboard
two at a time, accompanied by little-girl

laughter.

There were also some more serious

times when the quarry was hulking
muskellungefrom the upper James River.

Several of the toothy marvels fought
their last battle against the deck of the

johnboat.

Like most broad-beamed johnboats,

mine wasn't as nimble in response to a

paddle as a canoe. But with two paddlers,

the boat did reasonably well. Since I

often fished alone, and never mastered,

or tried to, the use of oars, an electric

motor or ancient SVz-horsepower out-

board usually hung on the boat's stern.

The gasoline motor was used most
frequently in Virginia's tidal rivers like

the Rappahannock and Mattaponi. In

the spring, when these waters expe-
rienced their magical sea-change with
the arrival of hickory and white shad, the

old johnboat was there.

Later in the summer, the johnboat
took angling partners and me in pursuit

of the Mattaponi's chain pickerel. The
pickerel came in swirling boils of green
and silver as they attacked small swim-
ming plugs along the weedy back alleys

of the river. Occasionally, a weed-
darkened largemouth would take the

lures and add to the surface action.

But the johnboat knew better places

for largemouth, places such as undis-

turbed farm ponds. Winter secluded

Leesville Lake, well-managed Game
Commission lakes from the mountain
setting of Lake Robertson to the flooded

timber of Curtis Park Lake near Fredericks-

burg.

Lists are something for birdwatchers
and statisticians, not fishermen. Still, the

list of fish taken from the johnboat
reveals how well-travelled it was: blue-

gill, crappies, northern pike, chain pick-

erel, muskellunge, carp, catfish, shell-

crackers, redbreast sunfish, rock bass,

striped bass, largemouth bass, small-

mouth bass, gar, spotted seatrout, blue-

fish, channel bass, spot, croaker, flounder
and a few others whose memory time
has erased.
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Rainbow trout must be included for at

least two reasons. First, rainbow trout

and johnboats are unusual bedfellows
outside the Ozark area of Arkansas.
Virginia's Lake Douthat is a unique lake

fishery. It's a "put-and-take" situation.

''As the decade neared its

end, the johnboat's age began

to show, like an old bird

dog, the spirit was still there,

but the legs were going fast.

The boat's many bruises

and dents caused it to be too

heavy on river rocks that it

once, like a boxer in his

prime, would have deftly

sideslipped."

but the trout are fickle and the surround-
ing mountains provide abundant beauty.

Second, the johnboat's rainbow trout

days also marked my then-new bride's

only serious interest in fishing. Fishing

later became a rival, and her enjoyment
of it disappeared.

As the decade neared its end, the

johnboat's age began to show. Like an
old bird dog, the spirit was still there, but
the legs were going fast. The boat's

many bruises and dents caused it to be

too heavy on river rocks that it once, like

a boxer in his prime, would have deftly

sideslipped. Leaks began to appear in

time-scarred seams and welds. While still

perfect for tranquil water, the johnboat
could no longer handle the river of its

youth.

This inevitable process culminated
when I spurned an angling partner's

invitation to use his slick polyvinyl canoe.

I insisted, out of misplaced sentimental-

ity, that we use my johnboat. We planned
a long-overdue trip on a very remote
stretch of the James.

Below Balcony Falls Dam at Glasgow,
Virginia, the James enters a deep, mag-
nificent gorge, where the river powers
through a series of rocky ledges before

backing up above Snowdon Dam several

miles downriver.

It was still chill dawn when we
launched in a long, shallow, rockfilled

pool. In the stillness, I could hear the roar

of moving water despite the extreme
low water of midsummer. The johnboat
shivered slightly, but I ignorned it.

Small bronzeback bass were every-
where, making up in sheer numbers and
alacrity what they lacked in size. The
first ledge wasn't too bad. The johnboat
even seemed to thrill in the attempt to

regain its lost youth. The next set of

ledges were like huge stairsteps with
five- to six-foot drops between steps. In

the lower water, even a canoe would
have been a bit cumbersome. The john-
boat was simply overwhelmed. We car-

ried it over, around, and down the ledge

and boulders.

When we regained manageable waters,

all went well until I allowed the stern to

strike a glancing blow off a rock as we
swirled past.

Intent upon the smallmouth hungry
for a topwater plug, I didn't see the dam-
age. But I soon heard it: the unmistak-
able cascade of water onto aluminum. I

glanced back toward the stern and saw a

miniature geyser, jetting a foot into the

air. At the base of the plume of water, I

noted a large hole through which the

river bottom was clearly visible.

We hauled the dying boat onto a large

rock and administered first aid. My
partner closed the wound with a few
well-placed blows with an entrenching
tool. I then melted a half-dozen plastic

worms over the partially closed seam.
The plastic patch held until we reached

our takeout point. But I knew the old

boat had made its last river trip.

While the johnboat lay upside down
recuperating in my yard, I bought a new,
square-ended, ISVz-foot polyvinyl canoe.

The new canoe was everything that it

was touted to be, and I knew that there

was no reason to keep the old johnboat.

I, at least, still had a few more years for

river trips.

Thus, I decided to sell the old boat.

After all, the new canoe would do all the

johnboat could and more. After the

buyer, a pleasant fellow looking for a

boat for still water, left with the john-

boat, I fully realized just what I had done.

Logically, the sale was a sound one
because the proceeds paid for a

portion of the new canoe. Yet, I

felt odd in that way that sometimes
comes late on an October evening when
ancient ghosts stir prophetic leaves along

a mountain trail. Sadness was part of it,

from the mere fact of physically losing

the boat. Over and above that simple

loss was something else which I fully

realized as I watched the disappearing

tail lights. The johnboat and I had spent

my 20's and 30's together. When it

departed, it took those years with it, leav-

ing me only the memories. It seemed
inappropriate for someone my age to cry

about a lost toy. . . D



Outdoor Notebook-
edited by Mel White

Wildlife

Federation
Presents
Awards
The Virginia Beach Hilton was the

scene of the year's premier awards
ceremony for conservationists as the

Virginia Wildlife Federation presented

its annual awards. Presentations in 16

categories were made at the Federa-

tion's annual banquet October 15th.

The Virginia Game Commission was
proud to see the name of its Assistant

Director, John P. Randolph, on the list.

Mr. Randolph was named Conserva-
tion Communicator of the Year. Oth-
ers honored at the ceremony were:

Governor's Award (Conservniioymi of the

Year), Mrs. Monroe Thrower, Norton;

Wildlife Conservationist of the Year, She-
nandoah Valley Wildlife Treatment and
Rehabilitation Center, Waynesboro;
Soil Conservationist of the Year, James G.

Yager, Charlottesville; Water Conserva-

tionist of the Year, David S. Farmer,
Farmville; Forest Conservationist of the

Year, Wilbur and Nancy Johnston,

Arlington; Clean Air Conservationist of

the Year, John Salop, Virginia Beach;

River Conservationist of the Year (Randy
Carter Memorial Award), Carol

Rodgers, Dutton; Conservation Educator

of the Year, Dr. Peter T. Bromley,
Blacksburg; Youth Conservationist of the

Year, John W. Clarke, Madison; Legisla-

tive Conservationist of the Year, Senator
Howard P. Anderson, Halifax; Conser-

vation Organization of the Year, The
Garden Club of Virginia, Mrs Edward
L. Dashiell, Jr., Chairperson, Virginia

Beach; Hunter Educator of the Year,

Franklin L. Taylor, Stuarts Draft; Direc-

tor of the Year, Virginia Wildlife federa-

tion, James P. Scott, Newport News;
President's Award, Senator Madison E.

Marye, Shawsville, Miss Cheryl E.

Furches, Cape Charles, Edwin E.

Rodger, Charlottesville, Rodger B.

Spruill, Jr., Norfolk; Certificates of Merit,

Jennifer Hensley, Grottoes, Fred L.

Hottle, King George. Officer Hottle is

a Virginia Game Warden and was
recently named Warden of the Year. D

Francis N Satterlee

Big Game
Trophy Show
Winner
Warren Newman of Lynchburg took

top honors in Class I of the State Big

Game Trophy Contest held October 8

at the Deer Park School in Newport
News. Newman's trophy buck—which
he took November 15, 1982 in Bedford

County—scored 238 15/16; it was also

the winner in the western regional

contest held September 24 and 25 at

the Rockingham County Fairgrounds

in Harrisonburg.

The Class I winner of the eastern

regional contest was Harry P. Butler,

Jr. of Louisa. His buck scored 15 points,

230 1/16. He had taken it in Louisa

County.
The western regional contest is

sponsored by the Rockingham-
Harrisonburg chapter of the IWLA,
while the eastern is sponsored by the

Virginia Peninsula Sportsmen's
Association. D

A Tradition of

Early Ducks
Some things happen. When the

State Fair is in progress in Richmond, it

rains. Don't worry that we have seen

one of the most prolonged droughts in

recent memory. That kind of thing

means only that well have a tropical

storm. Dean this time, instead of just

rain.

It's much the same with early duck
season. The summer is over and the

first cool days of fall arrive, and then
comes a spell of hot weather to hang
around through the early duck season.

I'd call it Indian Summer, but it's too

early for that. I think it's like rain and
the fair— it seems to happen more
often than not.

This year was no exception. The
fifth of October was warm and sunny.
The difference this year was that

swamps were puddles and miles of

river marsh were down to hundreds of

yards. The woodies were concentrated

and many hunters used the preceding

cool days to scout them. Duck season

openers always sound busy—lots of

shooting. Lots of missing, too. This sea-

son accounts for 76 percent of all the

wood ducks harvested in Virgina, yet it

is only a small percentage of the availa-

ble ducks. Opening day's afternoon in

central Virginia turned cloudy and
cooler and some very needed rain added
a fraction of an inch to the level of the

swamp. The ducks came back, headed
for the roost, and the hunters enjoyed

the first hint of what duck hunting
weather is supposed to be. D

Buffer Plan
Protects

Water, Wildlife

Landowners in the Chesapeake Bay
and Chowan River drainage areas have
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requested permission to plant a total of

192 miles of vegetative buffers along

waterv^ays in accordance with Gover-
nor Robb's Virginia Filter Strip Incen-

tive Program.
Soil and Water Conservation Dis-

tricts, along with the Virginia Soil and
Water Conservation Commission
(VSWCC) and the USDA Agricultural

Stabilization and Conservation Service

(ASCS), administer the program.
Robb announced in late April the

$500,000 state program aimed at

reducing the amount of harmful runoff

from farmland reaching the huge
water systems. About two-thirds of

the state drains into these two basins

considered by Virginia Secretary of

Commerce and Resources Betty J.

Diener to be environmentally sensitive.

Nearly 12,000 farmers in the

watersheds who had signed up for the

USDA Payment-In-Kind (PIK) and
Acreage Reduction Programs (ARP)
were eligible for the state-paid Virginia

Filter Strip Incentive Program. Partici-

pants will be paid 10 cents per linear

foot (20 cents for both sides of a

waterway) to plant and maintain grass

filter buffers averaging at least 20 feet

wide beside streams and rivers on their

farms.

Soil conservation experts consider

filter strips an effective measure that

anchors soil along waterways' banks
and protects them from scour and ero-

sion. By trapping eroded soil from land

uphill, the strips keep sediment (the top

water pollutant) out of streams and
rivers.

The strips further improve water
quality by filtering out herbicides, pes-

ticides, fertilizer and microorganisms
that might otherwise reach waterways.
Food, cover and travelways are pro-

vided for wildlife by the buffers, as

well.

The program sign-up deadline was
July 15, 1983. Soil and Water Conser-

vation Districts, which reviewed and
approved most of the requests, had
until August 31, 1983 to send the

requests on to the VSWCC. Alto-

gether, the state funds needed to pay
for the program come to about
$91,000.

VSWCC Dirctor B.C. Leynes, Jr.,

said he was "extremely pleased" with

participation in the first state-paid con-
servation program of its kind.

"I think we will see similar conserv-

tion programs soon," said Leynes,

adding, "this type of conservation

incentive program really works.
Expanded state cost-sharing programs
also are being considered for the

future." n

Reynolds Offers
New Game
Cookbook
According to many, the delicious

rewards of hunting and fishing far

surpass anything that can be bought in

a store. To obtain excellent results,

proper storage and preparation of fish

and game are required.

Freezing and Cooking Fish and Game, a

new 32-page cookbook just introduced

by the Reynolds Wrap Kitchens, con-

tains step-by-step techniques and help-

ful tips for freezing and cooking fish

and game. In-depth information on
wrapping materials and techniques,

storage times and defrosting methods
will maintain high quality in fish and
game.

Exciting new recipe ideas plus

streamlined techniques for "old favor-

ites" are shown in full-color photos.

Cooking tips and recipes cover differ-

ent types of fish—freshwater, salt-

water and shellfish; and game

—

venison, squirrel, rabbit, grouse,

pheasant, duck, goose, dove and quail.

To receive your copy of Freezing and

Cooking Fish and Game, send a check or

money order for $.50 to Fish and
Game, P.O. Box 6704-FElO, Richmond,
Virginia 23230. D

VIMS to Host
Education
Conference
The Virginia Institute of Marine

Science (VIMS), School of Marine
Science (SMS) of the College of Wil-

liam and Mary will be host to the

National Marine Education Association

Conference (NMEA) in 1985 on the

campus of the College of William and

Mary, according to Sue Gammisch,
Virginia Sea Grant Marine Education

Specialist, Department of Advisory

Services at VIMS.
The conference will bring together

members from all 50 states, Canada,
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New Zealand, Great Britain and Egypt.

Its membership is composed of

teachers, aquarium, museum and zoo

educators, college and university per-

sonnel, representatives from marine
research facilities, private industry and
government agencies, as well as all

other persons interested in the world
of water.

The Association provides opportuni-

ties for continuing professional dev-

lopment as it assists educators in meet-
ing the needs of their students.

Through regional newsletters and
other publications, it stimulates com-
munications among all persons inter-

ested in the aquatic environment.
The goals of the Association are to

make educators more aware of the

marine environment and their involve-

ment in it. It provides a forum for the

exchange of educational material, ideas

and resources; effective representation

of marine education interests through-
out the nation; and an opportunity to

take an active role with their

colleagues.

The Association consists of 14 chap-
ters throughout the United States.

Gammisch was elected as president of

the Mid-Atlantic Marine Education

Association (MAMEA) Chapter for the

1984 term. She has been actively

involved in this chapter for many years

and was recently elected for a second
term on the NMEA Board of Directors

for 1983-85.

Costs of these conferences are held

to a minimum by meeting on college

campuses, thus enabling as many
interested professionals and members
as possible to attend.

The 1983 Conference was hosted by
the Gulf of Maine Marine Education
Association in Portland, Maine with
440 in attendance. The goal is to

increase this number to 600 in 1985.

The Northwest Association for

Marine Education (NAME) will host

the 1984 conference.

Further information on the confer-

ence and the NMEA may be obtained

by writing to Sue Gammisch, 1985
Conference Chairperson, Virginia Sea

Grant Marine Education Specialist,

Advisory Services, \'irginia Institute of

Marine Science, Gloucester Point, Vir-

ginia 23062 or by calling (804)

642-2111. D

Subscriber
Service

If you're moving, please don't forget

to let Virginia Wildlife know. Use the

form below: attach a recent label from
Virgitua Wildlife, and fill in your new
address in the blanks provided. Please

allow six to eight iveeki for a change of

address to be reflected on vour Virginia

Wildlife label.

If you have questions about this, or

any question concerning your Virginia

Wildlife subscription, write to us in care

of Data Processing, \'irginia Game
Commission, P.O. Box 11104, Rich-

mond, \'irginia 23230-1104, or call

804/257-1449.
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All About

ANTLERS
How does the impressive rack on a trophy buck
come to be? Here's everything you always

wanted to know about antlers.

The sun flashing from a big whitetail's rack is a sight

sure to set any deer hunter's heart pounding. The
mass and spread of a deer's antlers have long been

the measure of a hunter's prowess in bagging the animal,

although not always a true indication of the difficulty of the

feat. Generally, the older a deer gets, the more impressive his

rack. Even the Indians valued the deer's antlers, not as the

customary wall mount of today's sportsmen, but material for

tools and decorations.

Sportsmen are often heard using the word horn and antler

interchangeably, although the two are quite different struc-

tures which just happen to be located at the same point in an
animal's anatomy and serve the same purpose. Horns are

found on sheep, goats, cattle and antelope. These structures

contain a core of permanent bone covered by a sheath of

keratin, a material similar to that which forms animal hoofs

and human fingernails. Horns are not shed, although the

sheath may come off and be replaced if damaged. The Ameri-
can pronghorn antelope is an oddball which sheds this sheath

(composed of modified hair in this case) annually. Once
removed completely, horns do not grow back as evidenced by
de-horned cattle.

In contrast, antlers are composed of solid bone and covered

by the epidermis (velvet) only until mature. They are usually

branched and are shed annually. Antlers are possessed, with

two exceptions, only by male members of the family Cervi-

dae (deer family), which in North America includes the

moose, elk, mule deer, whitetailed deer, and caribou. The
caribou and reindeer are the exceptions, with the females

exhibiting small antlers. Only two members of the deer

family do not grow antlers, the musk deer and Chinese water
deer of Asia. Instead, they are fitted with tusks similar to

those of the wild boar. The antlers of the deer tribe are shed
each year, including the massive structures of the moose, elk

and caribou.

With a few exceptions, the remaining portion of this article

refers specifically to the whitetailed deer {Odocoileus virginia-

nus), that member of the Cervidae with which the Virginia

sportsman is most familiar.

The normal cycle of antler development begins in early

April, with the increasing periods of daylight. This increased

exposure to light stimulates the pituitary gland which indi-

rectly stimulates the male sex glands to produce the hormone

testosterone, in turn initiating the process of antler develop-

ment.

The newly forming antlers first become obvious in May.
During this period, growth is very rapid, as much as a half-

inch a day. Usually the first fork will appear before the end of

the month.
By June, assuming the animal is in good physical condition,

the second fork may appear. During the entire period of

development, the antlers are covered by the protective epi-

dermis or velvet. Supplied with nerve endings and blood ves-

sels, the velvet not only protects, but also supplies the antlers

with the nutrients needed for proper development. Seem-
ingly they sense the fragility of their antlers at this point of

development and the bucks become quite solitary, spending

much of their time in heavy cover.

Maximum width or spread is attained by July. By now
most of the points have been formed, and the calcification

process, which will eventually turn the entire structure to

bone, begins at the antler base.

The hardening process is almost complete by the end of

August. The antlers, which until now were no more than

masses of connective tissue produced by the dermis (second

skin layer), become impregnated with lime.

The shedding of the velvet in September marks the final

stage in the development cycle. The testosterone level in the

blood rises markedly, completing the hardening process and

causing the blood vessels at the antler base to constrict. Now
with the blood supply cut off, the velvet soon dies and is

quickly removed by the animal.

A buck may polish his antlers for weeks following the loss

of the velvet, giving the points a bright ivory appearance. The
staining of the antlers is caused principally by the bloody

residue of the velvet and not by the sap of trees and shrubs
upon which they were polished.

January is the principal time of antler loss in the more
northerly portions of the whitetail's range. Now the

blood vessels, which have fed the spongy core of the

antler, are constricted by the increase of bony tissue around
the base. The antler now dies and granulation tissue is

formed within the base of the antler pedicle, as the blood

vessels increase in both size and number. The connection

between the antler and pedicle is thus broken and the antler is

dropped, exposing the red, socket-shaped end of the pedicle.

At least three factors control the extent of antler develop-
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merit: age, hereditary background and quality and quantity of

available food plants.

Generally, the older the animal, the larger the antlers.

Between the ages of IV2 and 2>Vi years, there is a rapid

increase in antler beam diameter. From AVi to 71/2 years, the

increases continue, but at a much slower rate. Points gener-

ally increase to the age of 41/2 years, after which they usually

stabilize.

A young buck in excellent physical condition may have
more points than an animal that is many years his senior but
suffers from malnutrition or the infirmities of age. In fact,

very old individuals (10 years plus) may have no antlers at all.

This can be explained as a function of inadequate supplies of

essential hormone. However, few deer in the wild reach such
an advanced age before man and nature take their toll.

When considering extensive areas, the effect of natural

selection on the genetics of the various races of whitetailed

deer is obvious. In general, those races inhabiting the more
northern sections of North America exhibit appreciably

larger antlers and greater body size than their southern
counterparts. The value of this size variation can be explained

by "Bergmann's Rule" which states that in warm-blooded
species, the larger the animal, the less relative surface area is

exposed to the environment. This permits minimal heat loss,

allowing the northern races to adapt better to the severe

winters typical of their range. The weight variations exhi-

bited by the 30-odd subspecies or races of the whitetailed deer

range from 50-pound adult bucks of the Florida Keys to the

400-pound monarchs of Minnesota and Wisconsin.

When speaking in terms of limited areas, diet is probably

the most important factor controlling antler development.
To be more specific, it is the quantity and quality of the forage

available during the previous winter which exerts the major
influence. This is especially true for young animals (less than

three years), where body growth and maintenance take

precedence over antler growth. Usually, only those individu-

als attaining good body growth will develop large antlers.

Since range conditions are reflected by antler growth, exami-
nation of the annual deer harvest provides indirect but highly

valuable measurements of deer numbers relative to changing
food conditions. In Virginia other information is collected

during the harvest period to reinforce information obtained

on antler growth. These data, such as weights of yearling

bucks, percentages of fawns in the harvest, percentages of

yearling does in the harvest, and age ratios of both sexes.

Whitetailed bucks

during the rut.

reflect annual trends in quality as well as quantity of our deer

population and are useful tools in the making of sound deer

management decisions.

Occasionally, nature produces oddities which con-

found sportsmen and biologists alike. One of the

more interesting examples is the antlered doe. This

condition is quite rare, with Michigan reporting a ratio of one
antlered doe to 20,000-30,000 bucks. However, this condition

undoubtedly occurs more frequently than these figures seem
to indicate due to the fact that specimens are not reported to

wildlife authorities.

The antlers exhibited by whitetailed does are of two dis-

tinctly different types, those which remain in the velvet and
those which are polished. The former is much more com-
mon, the antlers being small, asymmetrical and never shed.

Does displaying this form of antler anomaly are normal in

every other respect and capable of bearing young.

Biologists attribute this condition to an abnormal secretion

of the male sex hormone, testosterone. This substance sup-

pressed the hormonal products produced by the ovaries,

which normally inhibit antler development in the female.

Antlered does have been produced experimentally by inject-

ing animals with testosterone propionate.

A much rarer form of the antlered doe is characterized by
hard, well developed, polished antlers. These animals are

infertile and classed as either true hermaphrodites (possess-

ing both male and female sex organs) or psuedo-hermaphro^
dites.

The occurrence of three or more antlers on the same
animal has been reported from numerous areas. A Canadian
whitetail was found with a third antler originating from the

nasal bone just behind the nostril. Even more unusual is the

report of a Montana buck which developed an additional

antler below the right eye!

Volumes could be written concerning the majestic head-

dresses of the Cervidae, but here we must be content with

but a brief introduction to this complex and interesting

subject. D
Excerpted from "All About Antlers," October 1968 Virginia

Wildlife. Vor n reprint of the entire article, write to Education

Division, Virginia Game Commission, P.O. Box 11104, Rich-

mond, Virginia 23230-1104.
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Bird of the Month

The Black Duck

One of the most important and
valuable waterfowl species of

the eastern United States is

the black duck. It is unique in that it

does not occur in any other part of the

world. The black duck is synonymous
with the Atlantic Flyway, since its

range encompasses mainly the eastern

third of the United States and Canada.
The black duck is a "dabbling" or

surface-feeding duck which closely

resembles the mallard in size, shape

and flight characteristics. The mallard

hen is much lighter in overall color, as

is the mottled duck of Florida and the

Gulf Coast. The three are often

regarded as members of one "super

species." At one time people thought
there were two species of black

ducks—the common and the red-

legged—which proved erroneous. The
name red-legged duck is still used along

with other local names including dusky
mallard and black mallard.

Both sexes of the black duck are sim-

ilar in color, having a sooty, chocolate-

brown body with a lighter, buffy head
and neck with silvery-white and gray

underwings. They are about two feet

long and weigh about two and a half

pounds. The color patch, or speculum,
on its wing is purplish-blue to dark
aqua-blue depending on how the light

reflects off it. It is bordered on top and
bottom with black edgings. The males
have deep yellow bills and red-orange
feet while the hens and young have
duller bills and feet mottled with black.

This big duck travels on big strong
wings, usually in pairs or small flocks,

seldom larger than two dozen. It is

among the wariest of ducks. It winters
from the Great Lakes and New Eng-
land to the Gulf Coast, the greatest

wintering concentrations being in New
Jersey. Migrations north begin as soon
as early February, continuing into April

with more northerly residents moving
north as soon as open water becomes
available. Black ducks breed from
North Carolina west to Minnesota and
Manitoba and east to Labrador. Many
birds breed in the middle part of the

by Carl "Spike'' Knuth

Atlantic Flyways; the area around the

St. Lawrence River in Canada is a

major one.

Most black ducks are paired by
December, although courtship displays

are commonly seen through mid-

February. In the eastern sections, black

ducks choose to nest in forested areas

of Canada and the United States, or in

fresh or saltwater marshes on the

coast. Inland towards the Midwest, it

chooses grassy marshes, alder swamps
and acid bogs. In all areas, lake, pond
and stream margins—especially beaver

flowages—have a special attraction.

Occasionally the black duck nests in

a low tree cavity, but usually it chooses

a thick bushy swamp, reedy bog, the

high edge of a meadow, a low shrub on
a small island, a stand of weeds, under
a conifer, or at the base of a hardwood.
It begins nesting as early as late April,

building a large structure of weeds and
grass lined with down and feathers.

Six to 12 pale buff or greenish-buff

eggs are laid. Crows and raccoons are

the black duck's most serious preda-

tors. The drake stays with the hen for

the first couple of weeks, then goes off

to molt, a natural replacement of its

feathers. In four weeks the eggs hatch

and the downy young are led imme-
diately to the nearest water. The hen
keeps her brood very close in swampy
habitat and is very protective of them.

Often she'll feign injury to lead a pre-

dator or other intruders away. The
young fledge in about seven and a half

weeks, taking wing about August,

after which the hens go through their

molt and flightless stage.

In their coastal habitats, black ducks

frequent shallow flats at low tide to

feed on mussels, periwinkles, shrimp,

fleas and other aquatic creatures. Vege-
tation utilized by coastal black ducks

includes cordgrass, sedges, bullrushes,

wigeongrass and eel grass. However,
many of their natural foods are disap-

pearing due to pollution. Inland birds

feed mainly on vegetable matter, espe-

cially in fall. They feed on stems,

shoots, roots and seeds of various

grasses, wild rice, burreed, smartweed.

pond lily, coontail, millet and many
others as well as numerous tree seeds

and fruits, especially acorns, and var-

ious berries. They also eat small frogs,

toads, tadpoles, minnows, newts,

worms, leeches, snails and clams.

Animal matter constitutes 16 to 24

percent of black ducks' diets; coastal

birds rely more on this type of food.

Black ducks tend to be nocturnal feed-

ers, flying to their feeding grounds at

dawn and dusk.

Migration begins in September as

adults and young begin to gather in

traditional foraging areas, then move
toward and down the coasts. Those
from the upper Mississippi Flyway
move southeast to the Atlantic,

although a small percentage goes
straight to the Gulf. Flight lanes in the

Atlantic Flyway are generally short. An
important migrational corridor is from
Canada's maritime provinces to New
Jersey. Birds that winter in Virginia

generally come from Quebec.
Black ducks are hardy and can stand

considerable cold. Most black ducks do
not migrate very far south from their

breeding grounds in the east. They
usually inhabit tidal waters, moving
rivers or streams, wooded swamps,
spring-fed ponds—any open water
where food is available. One study
showed that black ducks exhibit a

strong tendency to stick to specific

wintering grounds, even when frozen

out, often starving rather than moving
on. On fresh or saltwater, they gather
in large rafts on their wintering

ground.
The black duck is prized by water-

fowlers and for many years has been
the main bird in the Atlantic Flyway.
Recent surveys show that black duck
populations are declining, particularly

in the New England and upper mid-
Atlantic areas. Reasons for the decline

are uncertain. Among those being con-
sidered are declining habitat, pollution,

replacement by and hybridization with
the mallard and over-harvest. Harvest
and population levels have remained
constant in Virginia, however. D
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